Abstract. The increase in the number of transmission ratios in the vehicles gearboxes leads to an increase in the number of mechanisms used and their complication. One way to obtain simple designs of multi-speed transmissions with smaller number of gears, clutches, brakes and synchronizers is to use combinations of planetary differential gears and gears with fixed axes (planetary-layshaft transmissions). The article presents a static analysis of a planetary-layshaft transmissions with three parallel power flows for obtaining the dependencies between the gear ratios of the internal mechanisms and the speed ratios of the transmission. A technique for determination the gear ratios of the internal mechanisms for providing a close to a given series of transmission ratios is described.
Introduction
The best way to reduce the fuel consumption and improve the automotive efficiency is to reduce the speed range of the internal combustion engine used [1] [2] [3] [4] . The more transmission ratios implemented by gearbox the more complicated the transmission is. The three-stream transmission designs were presented in [5] , the designs consist of two differentials and gears with fixed axles. Obtained designs permit larger number of speeds by controlling the operating modes of differentials, while they consist of simple mechanisms and have high efficiency. Compared to the currently used 8 to 10-speed planetary transmissions and 7-speed dual-clutch transmissions the planetary-layshaft transmissions have fewer gears and shifting elements (clutches, brakes and synchronizers) herewith realize a larger number of speeds. In addition, due to the splitting the power flow between the three branches a significant reduction in the loads on the transmission members and control elements is achieved. The possible structures of transmissions with three power-flows consisted of generalized diagrams [6] [7] [8] were presented in [5] . Obtained structures were classified in dependence of the location the differentials, input and output members (DD, DDO, IDD, and IDDO).
The paper is targeted to describing the technic for determination the gear ratios of internal mechanisms for providing a set of transmission ratios of the gearboxes with three power flows close to the specified.
As an example, let's consider the IDDO structure of the planetary-layshaft transmission in which both differentials are located in the inner contours, and the movement is distributing on the input member I and summing up at the output member O (Fig. 1) . Fig. 1 . The IDDO structure of the planetary-layshaft transmission with three power flows. I, O -input and output members consequently; GB1, GB2, GB3 -layshaft gear sets with built-in shifting elements which switch-on the internal gears; D1, D2 -differential gears; m, n -members of differential D1; p, q -members of differential D2; с1 -с6 -shifting elements of differentials D1 and D2.
Depending on the condition of the c1 -c6 the transmission operates in three modes: onestream, two-stream and three-stream. The transmission has four degrees of freedom, i.e. 3 shifting elements must be switched on at each speed. At the same time in one-stream modes of GB1 or GB3 only two shifting elements are activated -one in the corresponding GB and one element in one of the differentials D. This property is a characteristic feature of the selected structure, extends the functionality of the transmission and can be used for preparation the next speed, i.e. preselect the next shifting elements as in the dual-clutch transmissions [9] . In addition, at these speeds the third shifting element may be switched on for minimizing losses at idle rotation.
Static analysis
The transmission ratio from I to O ( ) on one-stream modes depending on the switched-on clutches for each GBs are shown in Table 1 . Table 1 . One-stream modes transmission ratios of IDDO structure.
Switched-on transmission elements
Two-stream modes in the IDDO structure via GB1 and GB2 when switched-on c2 or c3, and two-stream modes via GB2 and GB3 when switched-on c4 or c6 are possible. Twostream mode via GB1 and GB3 is not possible in this structure. To calculate the transmission ratio of two-stream modes, let's perform a static analysis of the IDDO structure at switchedon clutch c3 ( The letter with the corresponding subscript indicates the gear ratio of each GBs. The left lower subscript in the gear ratios of the differentials is the member assumed as driver; the right lower subscript is the member assumed as driven; the superscript is the member assumed as fixed.
Based on the static equilibrium of the input member I (Fig. 2a) , we obtain:
From the static equilibrium of the output member O (Fig. 2b ):
Similarly, the transmission ratio via GB1 and GB2 when brake c2 is switched-on:
Transmission ratio via GB2 and GB3 when brake c4 is switched-on:
The static analysis of the three-stream mode of the IDDO structure is shown in Fig. 3 . In this mode all differential clutches are switched-off. A static equilibrium at the input I and output O results in a system of two equations from which we obtain: In the IDDO structure ( Fig. 1 ) the maximum number of differential control elements (brakes c1, c2, c4, c5 and locking clutches c3, c6), which determine the possible two and one-stream modes, are presented. In specific kinematic diagrams of gearboxes these control elements may be absent, then this will reduce the number of modes of such transmission.
It is possible to construct a set of kinematic diagrams of multi-speed transmissions according to structure in Fig. 1, in Fig. 4 one of the possible kinematic diagram is presented. There are GB1, GB2, GB3 with two gears and synchronizers s7, s8, s9 which switching on appropriate GBs. There are present only clutches c3 and c6 among the control elements of differentials. Clutches shift lead the differential locking and it rotation with direct gear ratio. The gearbox is not coaxial, the rotation of the input I and output O shafts are in opposite direction. In order to increase the gear ratio from the mechanism to the mechanism in the gearbox the input of differential D1 is connected to the sun pinion, because the gear ratio from the sun to the ring gear and carrier is greater than 1. The rotation direction of the carrier will coincide with the rotation direction of the sun in this case, and the ring gear will rotate in the opposite direction. If the planetary gear set will be blocked with the clutch c3, all parts of the D1 will rotate in the same direction as the sun. Therefore, GB1 connected to the ring gear D1 has two gears. The first -with a parasitic gear for unidirectional rotation of all parts of the gearbox on three-and two-stream modes when the clutch c6 is switched-on, as well as to obtain reverse gear when the c3 and c6 are switched-on. The second gear of GB1 consists of two wheels and operates when the clutch c3 is switched-on. Thus transmission (Fig. 4) can realize 6 one-stream, 4 two-stream and 4 three-stream speeds. The total speeds in transmission (Fig. 4 ) are 14, one of which is reverse gear. Reverse gear is carried out when the clutches c3, c6 are switched-on and synchronizer s8 are switched to position b. 
Parameters synthesis
Using the transmission design in Fig. 4 as an example, we demonstrate the solution of the problem of parametric synthesis, which consists in determining the internal gear ratios of the planetary gears and the sets of gears GB1, GB2 and GB3 providing a given or close to the given series of gear ratios:
where is the speed number.
Moreover, the terms of the series have negative values, because the direction of rotation of the output shaft O is opposite to the direction of rotation of the shaft I and, accordingly, < +1 . There are 8 independent parameters in the gearbox (Figure 4): 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 , , . Moreover, in accordance with the properties of the differential [6, 7] : = 1 − ; = 1 − . Thus, the problem of parametric synthesis of a transmission consists in determining the values of the parameters 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 , , , at which a number of transmission ratios satisfying formulas (6-13) are achieved. If the terms of the given series (14) do not satisfy formulas (6 -13), then there is no transmission ideally satisfying the series (14). But one can try to find some series close to (14) by searching for the values 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,  6 , , , at which the smallest deviations of the terms of the obtained series from the set values . Therefore, the synthesis problem for the transmission under investigation is divided into the following consecutive stages: 1. Due to the change in the parameters 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, , , the series of transmission ratios closest to (14) is revealed. The closeness of the series will be estimated from the minimum of the function:
where 1 is a function that depends only on the gear ratios 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, , ; are terms of the series that satisfy expressions (6 -13). 2. The relative deviations of the values of the transmission ratios of the obtained series and the relative deviations of the step are calculated:
If the relative deviations of the transmission ratios are satisfactory, then the problem of parametric synthesis can be considered as solved. If the average values are > , then to obtain a more uniform series of transmission gear ratios, it is necessary to consider the minimum of the sum of the squares of the relative deviations of the series +1 ⁄ from the series +1 ⁄ , i.e. the deviation of the step between the ratios of the received series from the step between the ratios of the given series:
The obtained values of the gear ratios of internal mechanisms are the solution of the task. In order to obtain a rational transmission size, we restrict ourselves to the recommended range [10] for changing gear ratios for gears with fixed axles from -3 to -0.4 and planetary gears from -4 to -1.5.
Let's illustrate the described technique with an example, let a series be given (the first column in Table 2 ). As a result of minimizing the criterion (15), we obtained the series 1 (the second column in Table 2 ). Table 2 . The given and obtained series of transmission ratios after minimization by criterion (15).
Given series
Obtained series , % , %
Step Step = 0,4. The average value of = 8,6%, and the average value of = 12,9%. Because > , we carry out the minimization by criterion (16). The obtained result is in Table 3 . Table 3 . The obtained series of transmission ratios after minimization by criterion (16).
Speed

Control elements condition
Step , % s7 s8 s9 с3 с6 a b a b a b 1.
x x x -6,707 2.
x The average value of the relative deviation of the step of the obtained series is 8.2%. The gear ratios of the gearbox mechanisms: 1 = −0,756; 2 = −2,917; 3 = −2,063; 4 = 1,904; 5 = −1,316; 6 = −0,872; = −1,674; = 0,549.
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